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Transport modeling based on inclusion of turbulence spreading and residual stresses shows internal

rotation reversals and polarity reversal of cold pulses, with a clear indication of nonlocal transport

effects due to fast spreading in the turbulence intensity field. The effects of turbulence spreading

and residual stress are calculated from the gradient of the turbulence intensity. In the model

presented in this paper, the flux is carried by the turbulence intensity field, which in itself is subject

to radial transport effects. The pulse polarity inversion and the rotation profile reversal positions

are close to the radial location of the stable/unstable transition. Both effects have no direct

explanation within the framework of classical transport modeling, where the fluxes are related

directly to the linear growth rates, the turbulence intensity profile is not considered and the

corresponding residual stress is absent. Our simulations are in qualitative agreement with

measurements from ohmically heated plasmas. Rotation reversal at a finite radius is found in

situations not displaying saturated confinement, which we identify as situations where the plasma

is nearly everywhere unstable. As an additional and new effect, the model predicts a perturbation

of the velocity profile following a cold pulse from the edge. This allows direct experimental

confirmation of both the existence of residual stress caused by turbulence intensity profiles and

fundamental ideas of transport modeling presented here. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4951023]

I. INTRODUCTION

Transport modeling is important for magnetically con-

fined fusion plasma as it allows, on the one hand, predictions

of the fusion performance and, on the other hand, serves

machine safeguarding. Transport models used also to predict

ITER performance are building on heavily reduced physics,

often based on local quasi-linear approaches to turbulence,

to be able to allow profiles evolution over many confinement

times. To estimate the turbulence driven fluxes, the local

instability rate of micro-instabilities is used together with

their spatial scales. A large number of such models are in

operation, at times also based on the parametrized detailed

outcome of complex first-principles local gyrokinetic simula-

tions of plasma turbulence.1 In most situations, transport

modeling shows reasonably good results when compared to

experiment particularly for the core region, which constitutes

a clear success of the framework. However, a number of

dynamic transport effects in magnetically confined plasmas

are not understood or even reproducible in this approach to

transport modeling. One of these is connected with short

dynamic transport events. In experiments, short time pertur-

bations to the plasma are triggered by cooling the edge of the

plasma using a burst of influx of heavy impurities triggered

by laser ablation.2 The resulting cold pulse is observed to tra-

verse the plasma with speeds much higher than predicted

from transport modeling. Often a reversal in the cold pulse

polarity is observed, i.e., a temperature increase at certain

plasma radius follows the cold pulse trigger instead of a

cooling. Another difficult to capture feature is the rotation

behavior in the absence of large momentum sources in the

plasma, such as caused by neutral beam injection, and thus

dominating ohmically or RF-heated plasma scenarios. In

these cases, the plasma rotation is dominated by the bound-

ary values at the scrape-off layer and internal redistribution

of momentum. This internal redistribution due to turbulent

momentum flux can only be partly cast into the standard for-

mulation used in transport codes, namely, into diffusive

terms and pinch terms, the remaining flux being called the

residual stress.3 This separation of transport into diffusion

and pinch is one of the unifying features of transport models.

Here, we investigate the general, qualitative behavior of a

model which not only for the momentum transport but also

for heat transport breaks with this approach. Instead of the

transport being related to the turbulence growth rate, which

is locally evaluated from plasma properties and its gradients,

we consider the plasma instabilities to feed into a turbulence

intensity field. The energy is thus first transferred from the

driving gradients to the turbulence velocities, and the turbu-

lence intensity field is then responsible to drive the transport.

However, the turbulence intensity field itself can spread out,

an effect known as turbulence spreading or turbulence pene-

tration.4–9 In the absence of turbulence spreading, this

approach is mostly equivalent to the classical one, as the

growth rates of the instabilities are large compared to trans-

port timescales, and local saturation of the turbulence inten-

sity field happens nearly instantaneous. By including the
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turbulence intensity field, this new approach has two impli-

cations. One is that we have access to the turbulence inten-

sity field and can use its properties to determine, for

example, residual stresses.3,10 More importantly, with turbu-

lence spreading, as the turbulence intensity field becomes a

transported quantity, we break with the locality inherent in

classical transport models and add with the turbulent spread-

ing non-locality in a transparent way. In the following, we

discuss the layout and qualitative results for a prototypical

turbulence spreading transport model in Sec. II. In Sec. III,

we discuss the steady state properties of the model using the

predicted temperature profiles and discuss the effect of resid-

ual stress, driven by the turbulence intensity gradient, on the

rotation profiles. We then turn to dynamical effects in Sec.

IV, where we consider cold pulse propagation. We show that

polarity reversal of cold pulses is a possibility. The pulse in

turbulence intensity travels ahead of the cold pulse front—as

observed in the temperature—what is demonstrated to be the

cause of the inherent nonlocality of the plasma response.

This can lead to much faster reactions of the plasma to the

cold pulse than anticipated. We also discuss the effect the

cold pulse has on the rotation profile. This effect is absent

from classical transport modeling and allows for a direct ex-

perimental test of the ideas presented in this paper and also

for the direct experimental proof of the turbulence intensity

profile driven by residual stress, which was proposed in Ref.

11. Finally, in Sec. V, we discuss the main results and

conclusions.

II. TURBULENCE SPREADING TRANSPORT MODEL

The turbulent flux in standard transport models is pro-

portional to the growth rate, determined from the local

plasma properties such as local gradients and values of the

plasma variables. In this paper, we consider an alternative

approach in which the instability drives the turbulence inten-

sity field, I, itself subject to transport. The turbulent fluxes

are related to I and are thus only indirectly coupled to the

growth rate. This allows to take into account a number of

effects usually absent in standard transport models. The

transport of the turbulence intensity field, named turbulence

spreading, can lead to nonlocality as turbulence is trans-

ported from unstable into stable regions.12 Transport models

with turbulence spreading have been proposed in Refs. 7, 8,

and 12–14, and conditions under which the perturbation in

the turbulence profile could travel at the required high speed

from the edge to the core have been established in Ref. 15.

In the model proposed in Ref. 12, the turbulence spread-

ing is modeled by a reaction-diffusion partial differential

equation of the Fisher–Kolmogorov–Petrovskii–Piskunov

(FK) type,16 an approach also used in Ref. 17. In the present

investigation, we will apply a similar approach. The turbulent

transport is determined from the turbulence intensity field, but

accounts also for an approximated phase relationship between

velocity fluctuations and the quantity transported.

In the model we propose, we consider the evolution of

the temperature field, the turbulence intensity field and its

spreading, and add to it the evolution of toroidal momentum.

One residual stress component has been derived to be due to

the gradient of the turbulence intensity field I.10,11 Including

this residual stress is only possible in a transport model

where the turbulence intensity is accessible, and thus, this

constitutes a unique aspect of this model.

A. Motivation of the model

We consider a 1D transport model with the profiles

equivalent to flux surface averaged quantities. Differential

operators are in the radial direction only. We assume the

density profile to be frozen and constant, and propose the fol-

lowing model equations for the profiles of turbulent intensity

I / j/j2, with / being the electric potential fluctuations,

temperature T, and toroidal momentum M:

@I

@t
¼ r � D0IrI½ � þ cI � bI2

� �
I; (1)

@T

@t
¼ �r � ~q þ v0rTð Þ þ S rð Þ; (2)

@M

@t
¼ r � DMrM þ VPinchM þR½ �; (3)

with

D0I ¼ Dturb; (4)

and with the turbulence spreading being the essential nonli-

nearity of the FK type of equation. The FK type nonlinearity,

allowing for front propagation, can also be interpreted as a

turbulent diffusion coefficient Dturb, which is dependent on

the turbulence level itself. The temperature T evolves due to

a localized source S(r) and the divergence of the turbulent

heat flux ~q. The constant diffusivities in the temperature and

momentum equations signify classical/neoclassical transport.

The turbulent intensity is created from an instability with

growth rate c and is limited in amplitude by a nonlinear satu-

ration proportional to b. It is worthwhile to note that the tur-

bulence intensity is positive definite as the cubic nonlinear

term in Eq. (1) cannot cause a change of sign. We use a sim-

ple expression to determine the growth rate from the devia-

tion d of the temperature gradient

jT ¼ �
rT

T
; (5)

from a critical value jc:

d ¼ jT � jc; (6)

c ¼ kðsigndÞ½jT � jc�; (7)

kð�Þ being 5% of kðþÞ, resulting in an approximate shape

for the growth rate including the stable, damped branch of

the whole dispersion relation. Opposite to classical transport

modelling, it is important in the context of turbulence

spreading to consider as well the damped branch of the dis-

persion relation, as we have to deal with turbulence intensity

that has been convected into stable regions of the considered

plasma. In these stable regions, the turbulence energy is dis-

sipated and can drive the profile towards the marginally sta-

ble one from below. Conversely in unstable regions the
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energy put into the turbulence is taken from the free energy

available in the supercritical gradient and thus leads to the

release of heat flux in this model. Again this is absent in

models without the effects of turbulent spreading, but recov-

ers phenomena observed in direct numerical simulations12

and ideas of turbulent transport leading to turbulent equipar-

tition (TEP).4,18–20 Following the arguments in Ref. 12, we

use the growth rate c to introduce an approximate phase rela-

tionship between the turbulent velocity and the temperature

fluctuations ~T as tanhðcÞ. This limits the phase to values

between �1 and 1. The anomalous transport is then given by

~q ¼ h ~T~vix̂ ¼ C tanhðcÞ
D ffiffiffiffiffi

~v2
p ffiffiffiffiffiffi

~T
2

q E
x̂: (8)

In this expression, we approximate the velocity fluctuations

~v by the electrostatic potential j~/j for the low frequency

turbulence, considered that fluctuating velocity is basically

given by the E�B velocity and thus strongly related to

/. We further assume that the level of temperature fluctua-

tions is proportional to the level of turbulence, that is,
~T=T � j~/j �

ffiffi
I
p

. Absorbing all proportionalities into the

constant C, we arrive at the magnitude of the flux

q ¼ C tanh ðcÞ I T: (9)

The anomalous transport is in this model proportional to the

energy I in the turbulence. It additionally scales with the av-

erage cross-phase between temperature fluctuations ~T and

turbulent velocity fluctuations ~v, which we have taken to be

proportional to the growth rate c. The latter is proportional to

the deviation from the critical profile as seen from Eq. (7)

and introduces the proportionality of flux to the gradient that

is usually found in classical transport models. If the system

is nowhere above the critical gradient and in the absence of a

source, initial turbulent noise dies away, and transport is due

to (neo)-classical, i.e., collisional effects and confinement

geometry. Turbulence is exited as the threshold gradient jc

is exceeded. The system will relax to a temperature profile

close to the marginally stable one. The ability of the system

to create turbulent flux once the critical gradient is exceeded

is related to the stiffness of that profile. In this model,

besides the turbulence intensity I, also the phase tanh c deter-

mines the capability of the system to generate anomalous

transport and thus the profile stiffness.

The main difference with classical transport modeling is

that we here also consider the turbulent transport in regions

where the turbulence is damped, as these regions are receiv-

ing a non-zero level of turbulent intensity by turbulence

spreading, i.e., the transport of the turbulence intensity field,

I, into these otherwise quiescent regions. Here, the turbu-

lence intensity field, I, causes transport in the up-gradient

direction. If the growth rate is negative, the phase relation-

ship between temperature and velocity fluctuations changes.

The turbulent intensity (or energy, respectively) is depleted

on steepening up the gradient towards the marginal one,

revealing energy conservation. It is necessary to note that no

global up-gradient transport is possible. Globally, the trans-

port is always down-gradient, only part of the transport is

directed the other way and can contribute to a pinch effect,

as the turbulence energy is taken from decreasing the gradi-

ent. Finally, the parameter C also includes the proportional-

ity between velocity and temperature fluctuations, and

absorbs the square of the spatial scale of the turbulence in

analogy to standard mixing length arguments.21

The final ingredient into the transport model is a simple

inclusion of the transport of toroidal momentum M refer-

enced by Eq. (3). It parametrises the turbulent momentum

transport by a diffusion DM and a pinch velocity VPinch,

including residual stress R. It is worthwhile to note that the

residual stress R appears as a flux and not as a source, thus

arranging momentum redistribution, but not adding net mo-

mentum. It has been found that residual stress is driven by a

number of effects, such as up-down asymmetry, poloidal

flow shear, plasma shaping, and others.10 Here, we consider

the mechanism most important in the context investigated,

residual stress drive by the turbulence intensity gradient11

formulated, with b being a proportionality parameter, as:

R ¼ b
rI

I
: (10)

We can now study the qualitative effect of turbulence

spreading and flow generation by residual stress in a paradig-

matic setup. The feedback of the generated flow shears on

the turbulent transport is ignored here, but could be a simple

extension of the model.

B. Numerical implementation

The model equations are implemented in cylindrical ge-

ometry in 1D, using second order centered finite differences

for the differential operators. The equations for positive defi-

nite quantities as I and T are implemented in terms of the

logarithm of the quantities. Time stepping is provided by a

fourth order embedded Gear algorithm following the work

by Karniadakis, where the diffusive terms are treated implic-

itly.22 The occurring Helmholtz problems are solved using a

direct Gaussian solver. The time step is adjusted to the level

of turbulence generated, which varies on short timescales as

the growth rates can be large compared to the transport time-

scales, and is of order 1e� 5 for the situations considered

here. The boundary conditions at r¼ 0 are zero gradient and

zero fluxes, and at r¼ 1, we keep the temperature and mo-

mentum fixed to reference values 0.785 and 2, respectively.

The critical gradient is fixed to 1 and kðþÞ is kept constant at

0.85. An inward momentum pinch VPinch is set to 10�2

throughout the simulations. The turbulence intensity has zero

turbulence flux at r¼ 1. Initial conditions are low level white

noise in all quantities, and in the temperature equation, the

heat source SðrÞ ¼ hr2 is used where h is a free factor and

h/3 denotes the total heating power varied for our purposes

between 0 and 10. The diffusivities are kept constant

throughout the simulations at DM ¼ 10�2 and for the classi-

cal heat transport at v0 ¼ 10�3. For numerical reasons, we

put an additional artificial diffusion term vt ¼ 10�5 on the

turbulence intensity equation. The parameters are chosen in

a way that the temperatures considered could be easily trans-

lated to more practical values of keV, and to facilitate
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reading the paper, we sometimes use this reference tempera-

ture. The radial simulation domain is normalized to one.

III. STEADY-STATE PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

An important feature of the model is the effect of turbu-

lence spreading onto the transport in the stable region of the

plasma. The general chain of events is as follows:

Temperature increases with heating. Once the critical gradi-

ent is exceeded, turbulence intensity is generated and the

temperature profile stays more or less, depending on stiff-

ness, fixed to the critical gradient. The difference between

the model with turbulence spreading and the one without is

minimal in the unstable region for r> 0.5. In the stable

region for a model without turbulence spreading, the trans-

port is carried by the diffusive flux and the temperature gra-

dient at r adjusts accordingly to the integrated flux occurring

at position r. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the transition

from stable to unstable occurs at around r¼ 0.5. The simula-

tion with turbulence spreading (Dturb¼ 1) shows the penetra-

tion of turbulence from the unstable region into the stable

one (r< 0.5). Here, the turbulence causes an up-gradient flux

which is countered by a diffusive down-gradient flux in

steady state, such that the heating power integrated to posi-

tion r is transported out in steady state. The resulting profile

is, however, much steeper and approaches the marginally

critical profile from below. As the heat flux that is carried at

a radial position is monotonously increasing as a function of

radius, the level of turbulence needed to carry that flux

increases with radius as well. The turbulence spreading

arranges for the turbulence intensity field to penetrate into

the stable region, which results in a background level of tur-

bulence, as shown in Fig. 2. Note that in the stable region

r< 0.5, the direction of the turbulent heat flux is reversed

and mediated by the factor kð�Þ. Increasing the heating

(without changing the heating profile) lets the plasma

become unstable at increasingly smaller radial positions.

Clearly, the steady state gradient has to balance the inte-

grated heating power, and there is a critical heat flux at

which the classical heat transport prescribes a gradient

exceeding the critical one

Cc ¼ v0jc: (11)

This radius, rc, can be determined from the condition

Cc ¼
ðrc

0

SðrÞdr;

and the dependence of rc from the heating is shown in Fig. 3.

At sufficiently high heating, the whole profile will be unsta-

ble and the stable/unstable transition will ultimately disap-

pear. In this context, it is worthwhile to consider the overall

confinement properties exhibited by this model. At very low

heating powers, the turbulence is weak and the distance from

the marginally stable profile stays comparatively large.

Increasing heating from this level brings the profile quickly

closer to the marginal one, and the central core temperature

increases rapidly. After a certain level of turbulence has

been triggered (see Fig. 4, at heating h exceeding 0.1), the

profile is already close to the marginal one, and any further

improvement of core temperature, which is for monotonous

profiles related to the stored energy, is only related to the

level of stiffness found in the model. We believe that this

behavior is similar to the characterization of ohmic confine-

ment into the regimes of saturated ohmic confinement (SOC)

and linear ohmic confinement (LOC).23 LOC corresponds to

the situation where the profile is still sufficiently away from

the marginal critical one, so that additional heating power

still results in an increase in confined energy or core

FIG. 1. Temperature as a function of radius determined with spreading

Dturb¼ 1 (blue sold line), and without turbulence spreading Dturb¼ 0 (red

dashed line) and at h ¼ 0:05.

FIG. 2. Turbulence intensity profile in steady state, for the same parameters

as in Figure 1.

FIG. 3. Radial position of the transition from stable to unstable plasma as

the heating h is increased. The transition occurs where the flux, critical flux

Cc, is exceeded.
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temperature, respectively. When the system develops stron-

ger levels of turbulence and the profile gets close to the mar-

ginal one, we arrive ultimately in the SOC state. SOC

corresponds to a situation where most of the plasma is unsta-

ble. In experiments, relevant instability would be of the Ion

Temperature Gradient (ITG) instability type. The nature of

the transition will also depend on the heating profile, as a

central heating profile will ensure that the critical gradient is

exceeded at smaller radius than a distributed heating profile.

Figure 5 shows the stationary rotation profile determined by

three factors: the first one is the boundary value at the

scrape-off-layer (r¼ 1), the second is the pinch velocity, and

the third is the finite flux caused by the residual stress. With

a transition from stable to unstable in the plasma domain,

there is a steep gradient in the turbulence intensity profile

and thus also a large localized residual stress. The residual

stress in steady state is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that the tur-

bulence intensity profile I creates a residual stress R, which

leads to a flux in momentum of finite size. This flux is impor-

tant only for certain conditions. If the momentum fluxes

caused by momentum sources in the plasma, or the momen-

tum flux carried by an inward pinch from the non-zero mo-

mentum boundary condition at r¼ 1 exceeds this residual

stress R, the effect of it becomes negligible. Thus, for large

values of the turbulence spreading parameter resulting in a

flat turbulence intensity profile, or for situations where the

plasma is nearly everywhere unstable, also resulting in a

more flat turbulence intensity profile, we expect vanishing

influence of the residual stress on the rotation profile. This

latter situation we expect again in the SOC regime where the

plasma is everywhere unstable and the turbulence intensity I
would consequently be absent of large gradients driving re-

sidual stress, coinciding with the observation that internal

rotation reversal is often to be found absent in SOC dis-

charges.23 In a situation, where the pinch flux from the

boundary is similar to the residual stress flux, we, however,

can expect effects. One is that the rotation can now change

sign at some radial position in the plasma, an effect absent

from usual transport modeling. Together with an assumed

pinch velocity, this allows for significant core rotation veloc-

ities including zero crossing of the velocity profile. The

effect of the residual stress will be somewhat, but not strictly,

related to the transition from stable to unstable plasma condi-

tions, and thus, we expect the rotation reversal also to take

place in the vicinity of this transition, as can be seen from

Fig. 5.

IV. DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE MODEL

In experiments, cold pulses are used for perturbative

transport experiments where the plasma is cooled down at

the edge rapidly following laser ablation of metal impurities.

It is known that the cold pulse propagates very fast into the

plasma, faster than expected by usual transport analysis.9,24

Frequently, cold pulses trigger transient temperature

increases in the plasma core. This phenomenon is known as

cold pulse reversal23,25,26 and visualised in Figure 8. Cold

pulse reversal has no well established explanation in classi-

cal transport modeling. We perform simulations with heating

amplitude h¼ 0.05 and anomalous coupling C¼ 0.01. In

the absence of turbulence spreading (Dturb¼ 0), indeed, no

reversal of the cold pulse is observed in the simulation.

Figure 7 shows this situation. The cold pulse is initiated at

time t¼ 0 by reducing the boundary value for the tempera-

ture by 20%. The fast inward propagation of the cold pulse is

clearly visible in the unstable plasma region. Cold pulse

propagation slows somewhat in the stable region, and after a

few time units, the central temperature begins to drop. In

FIG. 4. Evolution of core temperature with heating h showing a saturation at

high heating powers.

FIG. 5. Velocity profile in steady-state just before the cold pulse (solid

blue line) and 300 time units after the cold pulse (dashed red line) for

the parameters discussed in the text. The inset shows the velocity

difference.

FIG. 6. Residual stress in steady-state.
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Figure 8, the situation in case Dturb¼ 1 is shown. With

spreading, the profile approaches the critical one, and thus,

the core temperature exceeds the one observed in the case

without spreading, as was already established in Sec. III. In

this situation, we also observe the fast propagation of the

cold pulse through the unstable part of the radial domain.

However, the cold pulse now triggers an intermediate

increase in the core temperature. It is interesting to notice

that the reversal happens, at its largest radial extent, in the vi-

cinity of the transition from unstable to stable plasma condi-

tions, but also that the increase in temperature starts on a

timescale that is faster than the cold pulse related drop, seen

in Figure 7.

To investigate this situation in more detail, we look at

the radial position of the transition from stable to unstable

plasma. We also determine the radial position of the cold

pulse over time as the first radial position where the drop in

temperature is larger than 0.2 eV, and correspondingly, the

position of the cold pulse reversal as the outermost point

where the increase in temperature is larger than 0.2 eV. The

result is shown in Figure 9, showing an extremely fast propa-

gation of the cold pulse front though the unstable region of

the plasma from r¼ 1 inwards to r¼ 0.55. Here, the cold

pulse slows down and travels inwards with a much more

reduced speed, while the stable unstable transition point is

moved slightly inward. The reversal of the cold pulse is now

seen to be an effect spreading inward from r¼ 0 quickly and

meeting the cold pulse front after one time unit. It is impor-

tant to note that the reversal starts at a time very shortly after

the cold pulse trigger. A first response at r¼ 0 is already

seen at t¼ 0.02, roughly at a time where the extrapolated

cold pulse front would have reached the center, if it had not

slowed down after passing the stable/unstable transition

point. This very fast response of the plasma to the cold pulse

trigger is due to the turbulence front propagating inward.

In Figure 10, the turbulence in the core and at the edge

is shown to react on a fast timescale to the cold pulse trig-

gered at t¼ 0. The turbulence intensity I thus spreads the in-

formation of the cold pulse triggered throughout the whole

volume of the plasma in a short time. The extra energy in the

turbulence intensity field arranges for extra up gradient heat-

flux in the stable plasma region, leading to the observed cold

pulse reversal. This exhibits, at the same time, a non-local

response to the cold pulse. The temperature in the core

changes without any information being passed along the

temperature channel. Clearly, this effect cannot be captured

by any model building on information being transported in

the temperature channel alone. Thus, effects like this are

conveniently modeled by employing non-local integral oper-

ators in the heat diffusion equation, see for example, Ref. 27.

It is instructive and interesting to look at the influence of

the cold pulse on the rotation profile. The cold pulse triggers

large perturbations in the turbulence intensity profile as

shown in Figure 10. These changes in the turbulence inten-

sity profile also change the residual stress derived from the

intensity profile gradient and can therefore have an influence

onto the rotation profile.

We show the velocity traces after the cold pulse trigger

in Figure 11. The velocity profile shows a fast response to

the cold pulse triggered. The timescale of the propagation of

this response is the same as the propagation speed observed

in the turbulence intensity profile perturbation. We observe a

reversal of the polarity in the changes of the velocity profile

due to the residual stress being a redistribution of momen-

tum, but not a net source. As we are here in a situation where

the residual stress is important compared to any other

FIG. 8. Temperature traces in keV (at 20 equidistant radial positions as

above) for the system with turbulence spreading (Dturb¼ 1). The fast inward

propagation of the cold pulse through the unstable plasma region is seen. In

addition, the cold pulse reversal leads to an intermediate core temperature

increase. The cold pulse is triggered at t¼ 0.

FIG. 7. Temperature traces (at 20 equidistant radial positions, from r¼ 0 to

r¼ 1 and with values corresponding to temperature units in keV) for the sys-

tem without turbulence spreading (Dturb¼ 0). The fast inward propagation

of the cold pulse through the unstable plasma region is seen. The cold pulse

is triggered at t¼ 0.

FIG. 9. Radial position of the stable/unstable transition, the cold pulse front,

and the cold pulse reversal after the cold pulse trigger at t¼ 0.
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momentum flux through the system, the velocity perturba-

tions caused by the cold pulse are significant and potentially

measurable in experiments, even though we cannot make

quantitative predictions on the size of the effect. This would

allow direct demonstration of the effect of turbulence inten-

sity gradients on residual stresses.

V. CONCLUSION

In this contribution, we studied the properties of a trans-

port model breaking with the local paradigm usually

employed in transport investigations. Considering a rela-

tively simple model including the effects of turbulence

spreading and the impact of the turbulence intensity profile

onto the residual stresses, we demonstrated fast cold pulse

propagation and cold pulse polarity reversal. For the station-

ary profiles, the inclusion of turbulence spreading has nearly

no effect, but in the stable plasma region, the profiles are

driven towards the marginal one, thus arranging for near crit-

ical profiles over the whole extent of the plasma. The effects

of turbulence spreading have also been recently investigated

in gyrokinetic first principles simulations. At present, these

simulations can mostly address small profile variations, but

clearly show turbulence intensity front propagation.28–30 A

fast speed of information propagation though the plasma is

due to the turbulence intensity profile which, if observed by

its consequences onto the temperature profile, would appear

as a non-local effect. The reversal of the cold pulse is found

to be connected to the stable/unstable transition, and a zero

crossing of the rotation profile happens in the approximate

region of this transition as well. We propose that the location

of this transition point is responsible for the saturation of the

confinement. In the saturated confinement, the whole plasma

domain is filled with high levels of turbulence, and the pro-

file, both in sub- and supercritical regions, is deviating only

weakly from the critical profile. A new finding is that rapid

turbulence intensity profile changes act on the residual stress.

This results into changes in the velocity profile. This new

effect potentially allows to experimentally verifying the exis-

tence of both turbulence spreading and turbulence intensity

profile induced residual stresses, which are both absent from

classical turbulence transport modeling. Such experiments

would shed light onto the fundamental properties of turbu-

lent transport and momentum redistribution in tokamaks, and

be of primary interest.
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